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NOTE: This game is designed to be played using the new Anschluss Publishing ‘The War on the Ground’ World War 2 Rules 
for Company to Battalion actions. 

Background to the events of this scenario.

By the start of September 1944 the frantic withdrawl, almost a rout at times, of the German armies in Northern Europe was 
over, and attempts were now being made to create a coherent front. One of the central elements of this defence was seen, by 
the German High Command, and particularly Adolf Hitler, was the Siegfried Line, Germany’s original ‘West Wall’. 

The West Wall had been begun in 1938, employing over half a million men in its construction, and using 30% of Germany’s total 
cement production.  The plan was for it to extend from north of Aachen to Swiss border, and consisting of over 3000 concrete 
pillboxes, bunkers and observation posts. 

German propaganda was a great success with regard to the West Wall, so much so that its ‘impregnability’ played a 
considerable part in the Allied War strategy in 1940, which led to the debacle of positioning of Allied forces, and the rapid 
German victory in June of that year. 

With the German ‘Empire’ now ending at the Channel, and the consequent need to shift forward defences there, construction 
of the old West Wall almost ceased. It was not until 20th August 1944 that orders to strengthen the line were issued. 

The state of the pillboxes of the West Wall, and the Siegfried Line section, around Aachen, was by 1944 in a very sorry state. 
Though neglect had allowed foliage to hide the concrete structures more effectively than human ingenuity could manage, 
they had been stripped of their weapons and troops long before. Also, anti tank bunkers were designed for 37mm guns, the 
standard anti tank gun in 1938, but now considered by the German soldier as a ‘door knocker’, unable to penetrate armour of 
1944. More modern anti tank guns could not fit. Machinegun positions were designed for the MG34 medium machinegun, 
now obsolete, and replaced with the MG42, which again could not be accommodated effectively. (The barrel of the MG34 was 
supposed to fit through a steel ball fitting, and the MG42 could not be fitted through)

So it was a derelict and semi redundant series of defences that the Americans came up against in September 1944. The 
minefields of 1940 had gone, the barbed wire either missing or rusted, and in some cases the steel blast doors had been 
removed for scrap. 

But the Germans were nothing if not inventive, and the double band of concrete defences around Aachen still, if garrisoned by 
motivated troops, could provide a difficult line to penetrate. 

The area of this scenario was made up of clusters of machinegun pillboxes and observation bunkers. Each pillbox was between 
6 and 9 metre wide, 15 metres deep and 7 metres high. (half of that being underground) The reinforced concrete was between 
1 metre to 1.5 metres thick. Within each pillbox a section of infantry, with two machineguns was supposed to operate, on 
limited fields of fire, which overlapped other pillboxes in the cluster. 

The defences of the Siegfried line were unoccupied as the Americans moved forward, and German High Command of the 
sector was in a parlous state. Everywhere the remnants of units were ordered to take up position in the Siegfried line, the barrel 
being well and truly scraped when ‘invalid battalions’ found themselves being sent forward, and there being more gaps in the 
defences than coherent lines of defence. The Line was ripe for the Allies to march straight through. Yet, the advance of the 
American Divisions halted on the 11th September at the edge of the pillbox line, for resupply and organisation after the long 
advance, the propaganda of the ‘West Wall’ and it’s impregnability still was effective in the minds of the Allied commanders. 

By the 14th September the quality of units taking up position in the Siegfried Line was improving, and the gaps being filled, 
with 2nd SS Panzer Division and 2nd Panzer Division being part of the bolstering forces. If there had been a race for the West 
Wall, the Germans had won it, largely by bluff and Allied misapprehension of the true state of the defences.

US 28th Division hits the Siegfried Line

The US 28th Infantry Division had already covered itself in glory, from the beaches of Normandy to the breakout battles, and 
now was tasked with breaking through the Siegfried Line. But all was not well within the Division. The attached 707th Tank 
battalion and 630th Tank Destroyer Battalion had both temporarily withdrawn for refit and repair, leaving the infantry to attack 
unsupported by direct fire from the armour, a decision that was to prove a costly one. Orders were given that the organic 
57mm towed AT guns would be used to provide the direct support, but in the first probing attacks on the 13th September the 
flaw in the plan was revealed, when the AT gun crews were targeted by direct small arms and mortar fire, neutralising them 
before they could be brought into action. 

On the 14th the infantry attacked the outer pillbox defences, supported by the 105mm howitzers of the Division’s Artillery 
Battalions, but the indirect fire had no effect on the concrete defences, other than to remove the natural vegetation covering 
them. A few pillboxes were captured, the defenders being discovered to be weak squads (sometimes no more than three men) 
of low quality troops.

On the 15th September, things got worse for the 28th Infantry Division, when the 109th Infantry Regiment found itself counter 
attacked by several tanks, supported by infantry, of 2nd Panzer Division, forcing a local withdrawl of the Regiment. 

The 110th Regiment at least had good news on the 15th. One Company of Shermans from the 707th Battalion, and, at 1700 
hours, for the first time in the attacks of the last two days, combat engineers arrived, and with their support, the infantry seized 
the high ground and seventeen pillboxes and 58 prisoners. At last, using the correct tactics a significant objective had been 
taken. 

F Company takes the Lead

But the setback of the German armoured assault on the 109th Regiment had left a gap between the two infantry units. Four 
pillboxes in open ground occupied the gap, and Company F,1st Battalion, 110th  Regiment was sent forward to seize them. This 
was considered to be a ‘hopeful’ attack, but two of the pillboxes proved to be unoccupied, and the other two, being attacked 
from the flank, and defended by low grade troops, surrendered after a short firefight. 

As night fell, orders arrived for Company F to hold their position, in anticipation of being reinforced for a further advance the 
following morning. Platoon HQs took up position in the pillboxes and the three platoons settled down for the night around the 
forward pillboxes. Company HQ took up position in the pillbox now behind the front line. 

It appears that no one thought to order the troops to dig in effectively, the assumption being, based on the quality of the 
opposition faced in their attack during the day, that any enemy in the area would be low quality ‘static’ troops, not suited to 
counter attacks. This assumption, logical though it was in the circumstances, failed to take into account the possibility of better 
quality troops entering the line in their vicinity. 

In fact, things could probably not have been worse for the men of F Company, as not only had a new formation moved into 
position opposite them, it was part of 2nd SS Panzer Division, its toughest fighters, 2nd SS  Pioneer Battalion.

At 0030 hours, the sound of tracked vehicles was heard, coming from the east, and then sparks of light, as shadowed vehicles 
could be made out moving towards F Company and the pillboxes. None of the Americans had come across them before, but 
what was heading their way were two Sdkfz 251/16s, flamethrower half tracks, and the sparks of light were the flamethrowers 
being lit, one on each side of the fighting compartment. Supporting them was a weak Panzer Grenadier Company from 4th 
Battalion. 

F Company had three bazookas, but in the darkness and confusion not a shot was fired, as the flamethrowers methodically 
worked over any American positions which opened fire on the attackers. The pillbox apertures, of course, were facing west, so 
were of little use as defensive positions to attacks from their rear, as the Americans soon learned. The experienced and highly 
motivate German troops o the ground infiltrated any points of American resistance, and now the Commander of F Company 
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realised that his frantic radio calls for assistance appeared not to be answered, either due to the radio malfunctioning, or the 
radio operator, in a panicked state, failing to press the ‘receive’ button’. Either way, the plight of F Company could be heard at 
headquarters, but artillery could not be brought to bear to support them, as they had no idea where the enemy was. 

The last radio message was ‘King Sugar(the Company call sign) to anybody... Help!’  
Shortly after the last message the firing died away, and the night gave way to relative silence. Next morning, F Company could 
muster around 40 men, the cooks and second line soldiers who were not in battle, along with the Company HQ, which had 
been behind the front line. Company F was no longer an effective unit. 

By mid morning of the 16th September, the infantry of 28th Division were attacking again, and by use of effective combined 
arms, gained ground, and discovered that the line of pillboxes previously occupied by F Company had been abandoned by the 
Germans. 

Gaming the Scenario

The game lasts for 15 turns. Each turn is considered to be of 5 minutes duration.

On Table:

Americans:

F Company, 1st Battalion, 110th Infantry Regiment, 28th Infantry Division

Germans:

2nd Company, 4th Panzer Grenadier Battalion, 2nd SS Panzer Division

2nd SS Pioneer Battalion, 2nd SS Panzer Division. 2 Sdkfz251/16 Flammpanzers

Scenario Special Rules
1. American elements may not be ‘dug in’ or in cover unless in pillboxes.

2. American Platoon HQ squads each start in a pillbox.

3. Each American Platoon must deploy within 100m around an individual pillbox.

4. F Company HQ must deploy at the pillbox closest to the western edge of the game table.

5. German Player may deploy anywhere within the wooded areas initially.

6. All German units have an effectiveness ‘3’.

7. Night visibility is 250 metres.

8. American initial orders are ‘Defend’. 

9. German initial orders are ‘attack’.

10. Any American squad which is ‘shattered’ and comes within 50 metres of a formed German element,   (not 
scattered or shattered) surrenders immediately and is removed from play.

11. The American player may roll one D20, once the first German flamethrower attack has occurred... If a   ‘20’ is 
rolled, a reply to requests for help is received from HQ. The reply is ‘Retreat immediately’. 

Victory Conditions

German Major Victory If more than 75% of the American Company is scattered, shattered, surrendered or KO before the  
 end of the last game turn, and both Sdkfz251/16s are OK.

German Minor Victory If more than 75% of the American Company is scattered, shattered, surrendered or KO before the  
 end of the last game turn, but one or both Sdkfz251/16s are knocked out.

American Victory Any other result than the two above.

Range Up to… American Infantry Section 1944-45 (Effective 4)

50 100 200 300 600 800 1000 1200

SLR+ BAR 12 9 8 7 5 4 1 1

Range Up to… American Platoon HQ Half section 1944-45 (Effective 4)

50 100 200 300 600 800 1000 1200

SLR 5 3 2 2 1 1

Bazooka (HEAT) (10) 6 10 16 20
Note: Either small arms fire OR Bazooka fires.

Range Up to… American Platoon HQ Half section 1944-45 (Effective 4)

50 100 200 300 600 800 1000 1200

SLR 12 10 8 7 5 4 1

Bazooka (HEAT) (10) 6 10 16 20
Note: Either small arms fire OR Bazooka fires.

Range Up to… SS Infantry Section  1944-45 (Effective 3)

50 100 200 300 600 800 1000 1200

Rifle, SMG + LMG 14 10 9 7 6 4 1 1

Panzerfaust(pen18) 9 14
Note: Either small arms fire OR Panzerfaust fires. 

Range Up to… SS Infantry Platoon  HQ  1944-45 (Effective 3)

50 100 200 300 600 800 1000 1200

Rifle, SMG + LMG 15 10 9 7 6 4 1 1

Panzerfaust(pen18) 9 14
Note: Either small arms fire OR Panzerfaust fires.    
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Sdkfz 251/16 Points: 32
Armour Front -1 Side -1 Rear - 1

Target Size Front - C Side - B Rear - E

Speed Offroad - 24 Road - 53

Range:(metres) 50 100 200 300 600 800 1000 1200 1800

MG (+AA) +4 +6 +5 +5 +5 +4 +3 +3 +2

Flamer +6 +6

Notes: Flamers on either side. May fire in 180 degree arcs from the side. Pintle MMG with 180 degree arc. May have AA MMG at 

rear.
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